Plants, Materials & Supplies

A. 4-in-1 Sweet Cherry (1)
B. Black Lace Elder™ PW® (1)
C. ‘Karl Foerster’ Feather Reed Grass (3)
D. Shrub Rose (2) Selection may vary
E. Carpet Rose (1) Selection may vary
F. Kale (Annual) (1):
   (Plant in Spring for Late Summer/Fall Harvest)
G. Tomato (Annual), such as Beefsteak
   (Plant in Spring for Late Summer/Fall Harvest)
H. Brazelberry® Blueberry (11)
   (Alternate 2 of 4 varieties for cross-pollination)
I. Potted Herbs: Dill, Rosemary, Basil,
   Lemon Thyme, Oregano, Parsley (1 each)
J. Lavender (19)
K. Cucumber (Annual) such as Patio Snacker (1)
L. Brazelberry® Raspberry, Potted (1)
M. Upright Japanese Maple (1)
N. Toyo-Nishiki Flowering Quince (1)

Glazed Artisan Pots for herbs and berries (2)
Parkwood® 3 in 1 Planting Mix (30 bags)
Parkwood® Enriched Potting Mix (8 Bags)
Decorative Bracket/ Hanging Tomatoes, Obelisk and Annual Beans
Parkwood® Transplanter (2)
Parkwood® Flower Plant Food 15-30-15 (1)

10 Essential Tools
Garden Spade, Hoe, Hard Rake, Pruners, Garden Hose w/Nozzle, Good Broom,
Hand Trowel, Fan Rake, Wheelbarrow.

Easy Edibles  ($1800 - $2100 depending on plant/accessory selections)
Easy Edibles

Plant Species and variety may vary by store and availability.
**Landscape Plan: Easy Edibles**

*Layout the garden in a full sun location.*

Remove sod, stones and debris from area.

Turn half of the Parkwood® 3 in 1 Planting Mix into existing soil.

Place plants as per plan. Mark each location.

Add Parkwood® Enriched Potting Mix to Pots and plant herbs.

In the garden, dig holes twice as wide as container and 20 cm (8”) deeper.

Fill in around each plant with Parkwood® 3 in 1 Planting Mix and press firmly to secure in place. Spread remaining.

Water every 2 weeks with Parkwood® Flower Plant Food to encourage blooms and healthy, bountiful crops.

*Vegetable gardens can be integrated into existing or new stylized plans. Enjoy the changing seasons and don’t forget to harvest your very local crops!*

**Shopping List**

- A. 4-in-1 Sweet Cherry (1)
- B. Black Lace Elder™ PW® (1)
- C. Karl Foerster Feather Reed (3)
- D. Shrub Rose (2) *Selection may vary*
- E. Carpet Rose (1) *Selection may vary*
- F. Kale (Annual) (1):
  - (Plant in Spring for Late Summer/Fall Harvest)
- G. Tomato (Annual), such as Beefsteak
  - (Plant in Spring for Late Summer/Fall Harvest)
- H. Brazelberry® Blueberry (11)
  - (Alternate 2 of 4 varieties for cross-pollination)
- I. Potted Herbs: Dill, Rosemary, Basil, Lemon Thyme, Oregano, Parsley (1 each)
- J. Lavender (19)
- K. Cucumber (Annual) such as Patio Snacker
- L. Brazelberry® Raspberry, Potted (1)
- M. Upright Japanese Maple (1)
- N. Toyo-Nishiki Flowering Quince (1)
- Glazed Artisan Pots for herbs and berries (2)
- Parkwood® 3 in 1 Planting Mix (30 bags)
- Parkwood® Potting Soil (8 Bags)
- Decorative Bracket/ Hanging Tomatoes (1)
- Obelisk and Annual Beans (1 each)
- Parkwood® Transplanter (2)
- Parkwood® Flower Plant Food 15-30-15 (1)
- Garden Spade, Hoe, Hard Rake, Pruners, Good Broom, Hand Trowel, Fan Rake, Garden Hose w/Nozzle, Wheelbarrow.

**D.I.Y. Installation Steps**

Layout the garden in a full sun location.

Remove sod, stones and debris from area.

Turn half of the Parkwood® 3 in 1 Planting Mix into existing soil.

Place plants as per plan. Mark each location.

Add Parkwood® Enriched Potting Mix to Pots and plant herbs.

In the garden, dig holes twice as wide as container and 20 cm (8”) deeper.

Fill in around each plant with Parkwood® 3 in 1 Planting Mix and press firmly to secure in place. Spread remaining.

Water the new beds with Parkwood® Transplanter, diluted and applied as per package.

Water every 2 weeks with Parkwood® Flower Plant Food to encourage blooms and healthy, bountiful crops.

*Vegetable gardens can be integrated into existing or new stylized plans. Enjoy the changing seasons and don’t forget to harvest your very local crops!*